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Two forensic video examiners walk into a bar…



Two forensic video examiners walk into a bar…

…the third one ducks.

(Lesson: We can save a lot of time and trouble 
by watching the people who come before us.)



What lessons can digital archivists teach 
forensic video specialists?

What can forensic video specialists teach 
video archivists?



Who/where/why are digital archivists?

• In the private sector
• Movie studios

• Media companies

• The tech sector

• Individuals (personal digital archiving)

• In the public/heritage/GLAM sector
• Government (city, county, state, federal/national)

• Libraries

• Archives

• Museums

• Right here at LEVA!



If you work felony cases…you’re an archivist

Ostrom, Brian J. “Timely Justice in Criminal Cases: What the Data Tell Us.” National Center for 
State Courts, 2021. https://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/criminal/id/352.

https://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/criminal/id/352


Let’s start with common ground:

• We are all critically concerned with authenticity, integrity, and access

• No one has enough money

• No one has enough support from above

• No one really super understands what we do??? “Stuff with video”

• Unclear responsibility + assumption that “Someone’s archiving that, right?”

• The targets and the tech and the tools are always changing

• The time frames can be very, very long

• The files can be very, very BIG 



For archives and LEAs, digital video is also…

• A risk management / liability issue

• An efficiency / cost-reduction target 

• A cross-community collaboration point

• A leadership and storytelling opportunity



Risk management

• A repeated theme of this week: bad video = can’t make the case

• Infrastructure, workflow, maintenance and external factors (like vendor 
longevity and support for legacy products) all need to be optimal in order 
to prevent catastrophic data loss

• Optics: even absent clear malfeasance, you can get the appearance of 
incompetence, assumption of bad intent, and loss of public trust

• Obliteration of the cultural and historical record – which includes police 
records and policing activity

None of this is good; much is hard to quantify. That makes it difficult to 
convey the scope of potential loss and the value of up-front expenditures.



Cost-reduction/ efficiency efforts

• The space, tools, and resources used for managing large data are 
pricey, and thus always a target in the budget

• Digitization and digital preservation is often perceived as a one-time 
spend, not a continuing cost (“Didn’t we already convert to digital?”)

• Hiring for skills (civilians) vs. training from within (sworn personnel)

• Always looking to do more with less! The more you cost, the bigger a 
target you are…until you’re cut to the point where you have costly 
consequences from data loss or compromised cases.



Cross-community collaboration

• 32% of all police departments nationwide, and 86% of agencies 
serving area populations of 1,000,000+, had at least one problem-
solving partnership or agreement with local orgs 
• Reaves, Brian A. “Local Police Departments, 2013–Personnel, Policies, and 

Practices.” Bulletin. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, Office of 
Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, May 2015. (most recent data) 
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/lpd13ppp.pdf.

• Other professional communities are highly organized, focused on 
standards development and best practices…and carry a public trust

• It makes sense for the LEOs to lie down with the LAMs!

https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/lpd13ppp.pdf


2016 UCLA course: Bodycams & Surveillance

“No one ever really asks us to contribute to 
the educational mission of the campus.”

- UCLA PD officers 



It’s also starting to go in the other direction…







Just because we don’t know what we’re 
doing…

¯\_(ツ)_/¯
…that doesn’t mean we aren’t going to do it!



Opportunities to lead and tell stories

• Civilianization, collaboration, and third-party policing are a growing part of 21st

century policing practice

• Being the first to put one of those “just crazy enough to work” ideas into action is 
a pretty good place to occupy (low risk, high reward)
• If it works, great! 
• If not, lessons learned from test collaborations, pilot projects, etc. are still valuable

• Minimal investment of time and $$ can generate results that really shape practice

• Yes, this requires you to be optimistic and/or try new things. Sorry!

• BUT if you are out of ideas anyway…it can be the source of new thinking

• Perspective matters – collaboration introduces a diversity of views and new ideas

• “A burden shared is a burden halved” 
• OR “misery loves company”?



So, returning to our key questions:

What lessons can digital archivists teach 
forensic video specialists?

What can forensic video specialists teach 
video archivists?



From the private sector

• Movie studios are learning the lessons of the past century…slowly

• Large data is a business asset and should be treated as such

• Large data is a security concern (piracy, leaks, secure transmission)

• Large data (and other archival costs) are a buck to be passed

• Documentation is always given short shrift
• The “why” is often missing from workflows



From the heritage sector

• Information-sharing and organizing around “grand challenges”

• Interdisciplinarity – willingness to borrow and adapt what works

• Standards-setting and promulgation; data-driven work

• Skill sets like grant writing, fundraising, narrativizing experience, and 
communicating with in-house experts about technology needs



Takeaways

• Documentation is so much more than “how to”!
• It’s an instrument for sustainability: processes can be shared/replicated

• Ensures work is performed consistently (or scaled effectively)

• Captures requirements, highlights pain points, makes shopping for new tech 
easier because it delineates technical demands and use cases

• Record of technological and process change (versioning)

• Makes concrete the complexity of processes that are often invisible

• Good documentation includes not just what to do, but why you do it!



Finding people to learn from/work with

• Meet the neighbors
• Look for iSchools, public agencies, and closely aligned companies near you

• Attend other conferences, workshops (LOTS of stuff going online)
• DLF/DigiPres – Digital Library Federation

• AMIA – Association of Moving Image Archivists

• ARSC – Association of Recorded Sound Collections

• NTTW – No Time To Wait

• IASA – International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives

• Read (and use?) other groups’ publications and standards
• Ex: FADGI: https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal/category/fadgi/

https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal/category/fadgi/


Thank you!
Snowden@medexforensics.com

@snowdenbecker on Twitter

http://snowdenbecker.com for slides

mailto:Snowden@medexforensics.com
http://snowdenbecker.com/

